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The sociality of cattle facilitates the maintenance of herd cohesion and synchronization,

making these species the ideal choice for domestication as livestock for humans.

However, livestock populations are not self-regulated, and farmers transfer individuals

across different groups. Individuals consequently have to adapt to different group

compositions during their lives rather than choose their own herd mates, as they would

do in the wild. These changes may lead to social instability and stress, entailing potentially

negative effects on animal welfare. In this study, we assess how the transfer of Highland

cattle (Bos taurus) impacts individual and group social network measures. Four groups

with nine different compositions and 18 individual transfers were studied to evaluate 1)

the effect of group composition on individual social centralities and 2) the effect of group

composition changes on these centralities. This study reveals that the relative stability

of dyadic spatial relationships between changes in group composition or enclosure

is due to the identities of transferred individuals more than the quantity of individuals

that are transferred. Older cattle had higher network centralities than other individuals.

The centrality of individuals was also affected by their sex and the number of familiar

individuals in the group. This study reveals the necessity of understanding the social

structure of a group to predict social instability following the transfer of individuals

between groups. The developing of guidelines for the modification of group composition

could improve livestock management and reduce stress for the animals concerned.

Keywords: livestock, social network, animal welfare, pastureland, applied ecology, bovines

INTRODUCTION

Animal farming began in the Holocene [about 7,500 years BC; (1–3)], when humans domesticated
aurochs (Bos primigenius), the ancestor of Bos taurus. Humans mainly chose cattle for their
social nature, which facilitates the maintenance of herd cohesion and synchronization and
simplifies the locating of groups in pastureland and the coordination of movements such as
transhumance (4, 5). Social groups can regulate their own composition in the wild, with individuals
migrating or groups splitting when competition for food becomes too high, for instance (6, 7).
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This self-regulation is not possible for livestock. Farmers transfer
individuals to different groups throughout their lives to facilitate
genetic mixing and reproduction, or to manage pastureland
activities (8–10). Such changes may result in periods of social
instability and stress (11, 12). These frequent changes in group
composition modify the social organization and stability of
groups, with possible implications for animal welfare (13) and
health (14).

Like their wild counterparts, domestic bovines show strong
social behaviors with stable and long-term dyadic relationships
when possible, i.e., when the group composition is also
stable (12). Boyland et al. (15) showed that cattle form
strong relationships with specific partners. These preferential
associations are dependent on different socio-demographic
factors such as sex and age, as well as dominance, kinship or
familiarity with other group members. Two individuals that are
the same age or arrive in an enclosure at the same time will
have a higher probability of developing a strong relationship than
other individuals (16, 17). Many behavioral experiments have
shown that cattle are able to discriminate between familiar and
unfamiliar individuals, hereafter defined as individuals a bovine
has spent time with, or unknown/new individuals, respectively
(18, 19). Adding new individuals to the group disrupts the contact
between familiars and aggressive behavior increases (10). This
suggests that prioritizing good and stable relationships in a group
of animals enhances the wellbeing of individuals by decreasing
their stress and reinforcing their social status. The use of this
principle for livestock management is encouraged (8, 13, 15).

In physiological terms, social stressmay lead to decreased food
ingestion, lower milk production and even ceased reproduction
for cows (8), and can also have a strong impact on the behavior,
cognition and health of calves (14). This stress can be reduced
by the presence of familiar individuals during transfer (20, 21).
The impact of such transfers is also dependent on the sex of
individuals: the removal of males from an enclosure leads to
stronger cohesion between females, whilst the removal of females
does not influence associations between males. These remain
basic due to the sexual segregation observed in cattle (6, 22).
Females are more involved in group social cohesion than males;
this is probably because they are the phylopatric sex, like in some
primates species (23).

It appears necessary to understand the social structure of a
group to predict any social instability that could occur through
the transfer of an animal. Taking this factor into consideration
would make livestock management more efficient and less
stressful for animals (8). This study uses social network analysis
(24) to assess how group composition affects social centralities
of Highland cattle (Bos taurus) and how the transfers of these
individuals impact their social relationships.

Highland cattle are originally from the Scottish Highlands
in the United Kingdom. Like most domestic ungulates, this
is a social species with sexual segregation (6). This breed is
particularly suitable for eco-grazing, as it is adapted to a wide
temperature range and has a non-selective diet. Many French
natural reserves and national parks have imported Highland
cattle in order to maintain ecosystem biodiversity (25–27). These
Highland cattle populations with different group compositions
can be observed in a wide study permitting a more detailed

understanding of how the age ratio, sex ratio and size of group
compositions affect the social centrality of cattle and how the
transfer of individuals between groups impacts sociality and
its dynamic in this species. We studied different compositions
(nine in total) of four groups over a 6-month period. We first
assessed which sociodemographic factors (sex, age, dominance
rank, and group size) influence the social centrality of Highland
cattle, which was measured using eigenvector centrality (or
popularity, i.e., how well an individual is connected to its
neighbors, but also how well its neighbors are connected) and
the strength of associations (or social activity, i.e., how often
an individual is seen in the proximity of other specific group
members) (24). In a second step, changes in group compositions
in terms of group size, age or sex composition were examined to
determine how they affected the associations and social centrality
of individuals. This enabled us to measure the changes in
dyadic relationships and in individual centrality according to the
changes in group composition. We worked both on transferred
and resident individuals.

Following the previous results on sociality in cattle (18, 28, 29),
we made the following hypotheses:

1. Effects of socio-demographic factors. Social centrality is
expected to be influenced by the age, sex and dominance rank
of group members and the number of familiar individuals
they have in the group (17, 28–31). Older individuals were
expected to have higher dominance rank and higher social
centrality (29). Familiar individuals or those of the same sex
and age should also show stronger dyadic associations (6, 32).

2. Effects of group composition changes. After a transfer, fewer
changes in eigenvector centrality and strength of associations
were expected in older, dominant individuals, whilst the
opposite was expected in younger, subordinate individuals in
the new group composition. Indeed, older or dominant cattle
have stronger relationships that are more easily maintained
(29, 30). Concerning familiarity, we expected that individuals
with a higher number of familiar individuals (for instance
three or four) to show a lower impact on their social
centrality than the individuals with no or few familiar
individuals (i.e., one or two). We further predicted that
resident individuals, i.e., those who experienced the arrival
of a newly transferred individual in their group, would be
less impacted than those being transferred (10). We suggest
that the number of transferred individuals is not the only
factor affecting social relationships and believe that the
social role of removed or newly added individuals can have
strong consequences on the social structure. We expected
the removal or addition of specific individuals such as a
bull or an older individual, specifically an older female, to
strongly impact the social relationships of all other individuals
because they no longer play their specific social role within the
group (29–31).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethical Note
This study was based on the observation of animals, and no
handling or invasive experiments were involved. Our study was
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TABLE 1 | Characteristics of the four Highland cattle group sites.

Observation site GPS coordinates Area (m2) Observation time Number of changes

in group composition

Robertsau (Rob) 48.611237, 7.806514 5 enclosure changes:

66,438; 32,801;

44,028; 80,501;

33,637; 44,028

Period 1:

14/04/15–28/08/15,

Period 2:

22/01/16–29/04/16

2

Niedersteinbach (Nie) 49.029522, 7.720504 86,787 Period 1:

14/04/15–28/08/15

1

Sturzelbronn (Stu) 49.057404, 7.580153 112,273 Period 1:

14/04/15–28/08/15

2

Rolbing (Rol) 49.10545, 7.26120 71,454 Period 2:

22/01/16–29/04/16

None

approved by our research institution (IPHC, agreement n◦H-67-
482-18). It was carried out in full accordance with our national
ethical guidelines and complied with European animal welfare
legislation. CS is habilitated to perform such behavioral studies
on animals (level 1, R-45GRETA-F1-04). Every effort was made
to ensure the welfare of the animals and minimize disturbance by
researchers present in the field. Animal transfers were a result of
agricultural management/farmer choices, not related to the study.

Observation Sites and Study Subjects
We studied the effect of group composition and the effect of
change in group composition in four groups of Highland cattle
(Table 1 and Figure 1). Group composition change is defined
as changing a minority of the individuals at the study location
(Robertsau, Niedersteinbach, and Sturzelbronn by either adding
some new individuals or removing some individuals from the
group; Rolbing is not listed because no transfers were made
involving that location). The four groups were located in the
Grand Est region of France (see Figure S1 for a map of the
different locations). Enclosure size did not have an effect on
aggression in the group or the cohesion of group members
(correlation test with permutations between the enclosure size
and the mean number of aggressions per day per individual:
N = 11, rho = −0.30, pperm = 0.317; correlation test with
permutations between the enclosure size and the mean number
of 3m proximity per scan per individual: N = 11, rho = −0.37,
pperm= 0.214).

Group composition changes were made by the farmer, either
for the needs of farmland management or for breeding reasons.
In particular, the non-castrated bull was transferred between
the groups in order to copulate with females. Castrated bulls,
which are known to be less aggressive than bulls (33, 34)
were also transferred into groups with juveniles to decrease
the stress of the latter. Juveniles were transferred away from
their mothers to facilitate new gestation. Females were generally
transferred for pastureland management (25–27). The authors
did not contribute to the management decision concerning the
time of transfer or the choice of individuals transferred. These
four groups were chosen for their group size and their contrasting
group compositions (i.e., only females with juveniles, females
with a bull, juveniles and bullocks; females with different vs.

similar ages). The groups were large enough to permit social
network analysis (24, 35, 36). The group compositions were
selected to study the impact of group composition on individual
social centrality and how the changes of group composition affect
these centralities.

Water was supplied via a water pump for the Robertsau group,
whilst the three other groups had access to a river. Enclosures
were all composed of similar vegetation: mainly grass (more than
90% of groundcover, surface area estimated with GIMP 2.9),
wetland, some bushes and some small areas of forest/trees, as
indicated in Figure S1. Animals were supplied with hay during
winter. Twice a week, hay was placed at different locations across
a surface area of about seven acres to avoid resource competition.
Observations were carried out over two periods: one in 2015,
from April 14th to August 28th, and the second in 2016, from
January 22nd to April 29th. During the two periods, composition
was changed in all groups except the Rolbing group (Table 1
and Figure 1). Each group member was identified according to
physical traits such as coat color and horn shape. These physical
traits had been clearly identified for each individual prior to
the study.

Changes in Group Composition
Group composition changes are summarized in Figure 1. A total
of nine group compositions were observed for these four groups
(Table 2) and concerned 18 individual transfers.

Data Scoring
Data were scored by two observers located 2–10m from the
animals. While both observing, one communicated what they
saw, and the other wrote it down as confirmation of what
they observed. This allowed behaviors to be confirmed by two
observers. Cattle were already habituated to human presence and
were not disturbed by the observations, which were made once a
week over a 6-h period between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. The groups
were not observed during rainy or snowy days or during the
weekends. Sampling frequency for each group composition is
given in Table 2.

The group social network was defined and scored using
dyadic spatial associations (13, 15). Spatial associations were
defined according to the nearest neighbor (closest individual
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FIGURE 1 | Chronological scheme of the composition changes in all four groups. Solid lines indicate the period of observation, whilst dashed lines indicate an

absence of observation. Dots indicate changes in group composition or enclosure. Forward and backward strokes indicate the addition and departure of individuals,

respectively. A vertical stroke indicates a change of enclosure.

TABLE 2 | Group size, number of scans and observation days, number of agonistic interactions, sex ratio, and age ratio for each group composition (including changes

of enclosure).

Group composition Number of scans (and days) Number of agonistic interactions Group size Sex ratio Age ratio

Niedersteinbach 1 429 (7) 150 10 1 M−9 F 9 A−1 J

Niedersteinbach 2 922 (13) 74 9 9 F 8 A−1 J

Robertsau 1 207 (6) 214 14 14 F 9 A−5 J

Robertsau 2 211 (7) 369 21 21 F 11 A−10 J

Robertsau 3 118 (4) 278 21 21 F 11 A−10 J

Robertsau 4 221 (7) 557 21 21 F 11 A−10 J

Robertsau 5 174 (4) 104 12 12 F 4 A−8 J

Robertsau 6 321 (6) 233 12 12 F 4 A−8 J

Robertsau 7 272 (4) 99 12 12 F 4 A−8 J

Rolbing 416 (9) 74 11 7 M−2 CM−2 F 2 A−9 J

Sturzelbronn 1 172 (4) 83 18 3 M−15 F 8 A−10 J

Sturzelbronn 2 133 (2) 48 8 8 F 8 A

Sturzelbronn 3 899 (13) 266 9 1 M−8 F 1 A−8 A

For sex ratio, M, Male; F, Female. CM indicates castrated males. For age ratio, A, Adult; J, Juvenile (≤2yo).

whatever the distance) and were scored every 5min with the
instantaneous sampling method (37). This means that every
5min (one scan), the value “1” was recorded in a matrix
if individual A was the nearest neighbor of individual B
and “0” in all other cases. We summed all scans in one
matrix for each group composition, thus obtaining the absolute
frequencies of nearest neighbors. Dyadic spatial association was
defined as the absolute nearest neighbor frequency between
each dyad of group members. The total number of scans is
indicated in Table 2. We obtained 72 scans during usual days.

However, we could obtain less than 72 scans during some
days due to different perturbations mostly very bad weather
or farmers’ intervention. The “nearest neighbor” approach is
more appropriate for this kind of study (i.e., evaluating the
effects of group composition on social network) than the “five
meter proximity” concept (38, 39). Spatial proximity matrices
and nearest neighbor matrices are highly correlated (Mantel
test with 1,000 permutations: r ≥ 0.78, p ≤ 0.0001). Given
these two points, we chose the “nearest neighbor” approach to
measure associations.
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Observers also scored spontaneous agonistic interactions
using the behavioral sampling method (37) in order to assess
the dominance hierarchy of each group composition. We scored
supplanting, avoidance and aggression as agonistic interactions.
We measured each agonistic interaction as an event, however
long it lasted. We scored this interaction between individual A
and individual B as “1” in a matrix of agonistic interactions.
We then summed all dyadic agonistic interactions for each
group composition period. Agonistic interactions, considered to
be the best choice of dominance index (40, 41), were used to
calculate the Modified David’s Score (MDS). David’s score is
based on an unweighted and a weighted sum of the individual’s
dyadic proportions of wins combined with an unweighted and a
weighted sum of its dyadic proportions of losses (41). Animals
that usually dominate have high positive scores, and those that
are usually dominated have largely negative scores. Individuals
were ranked from the highest to the lowest MDS, with the
individual with the highest value ranked first in the dominance
hierarchy and the individual with the lowest value ranked last.
SocProg 2.6 (42) was used to calculate MDS values for each group
composition, and scoring began on the eighth day following
transfer. We did not take the first days of observations into
account in our calculation because of the instability of social and
hierarchical relationships during this period. Whilst the number
of aggressions were higher during these first days compared
to stable periods, many agonistic behaviors were bidirectional,
meaning that the hierarchy was still not established. These
agonistic behaviors did not fit with the dominance ranking we
observed in the stable periods.

Basing our analysis on the time intervals between group
composition changes, we defined familiarity as the number
of familiar individuals in the group, meaning the number
of individuals a group member is with / has been with for
more than 3 months (35). The examination of the pedigree
of each individual revealed that kinship association matrices
would be difficult to obtain for each group composition due to
missing data or very close genetic proximity between familiar
individuals. We therefore preferred to analyse familiarity and did
not assess the effect of kinship. Moreover, kinship is very difficult
to study in ungulate groups, where the composition changes
frequently (10, 12, 18, 19, 21).

Social Network Analysis
Social network analysis (SNA) is an increasingly widespread
tool for the study of sociality and its dynamic (24, 38, 43,
44). Indeed, social relationships can evolve over time because
of changes in the social strategies of group members, and
the arrival or departure of individuals through births, deaths,
migrations or transfers. Specific tools were developed in SNA
to analyse these changes and their causes (45–48). SNA has
also been recognized as a reliable tool for animal welfare and
conservation (13, 49, 50).

During data analysis, the matrices of spatial associations
obtained per observation day were added together for each
group composition. Each dyad of individuals thus obtains
a spatial association weight that indicates whether or not
these two individuals were frequently observed together.

The spatial associations for each group composition were
used to calculate the eigenvector centrality coefficient
and the strength of associations of each individual
(24). These measures were calculated using SocProg
2.6 (42).

Eigenvector centrality is a commonly used measure of
individual centrality, and indicates the popularity of an
individual (51). This coefficient is defined as a measure of how
well an individual is connected to its conspecifics, and also
reveals the connections of the group members to which it is
connected (52).

The strength of associations is the sum of each node’s edge
values, and indicates the social activity of an individual (51). The
individual with the strongest and most numerous associations
has the highest strength value (24). In this study, strength
indicates the number of times an individual was observed as the
nearest neighbor of another individual. Indeed, in a given scan
sampling, one individual might be observed several times as the
nearest neighbor of the other group members (maximum = N –
1, where N is the group size).

These two variables are correlated but are by no means
collinear (Pearson correlation test, r = 0.16, p= 0.03).

Statistical Analyses
Do Dyadic Spatial Associations Depend on Shared

Characteristics Among Dyads?
In a first step, we assessed how the weight of dyadic spatial
associations was influenced by socio-demographic factors such
as sex, age and dominance. Matrix correlations were made with a
Mantel test with 1,000 permutations to check whether individuals
sharing similar characteristics (similar age, dominance rank or
sex) have stronger dyadic associations than individuals that
do not share similar characteristics. This is called homophily,
i.e., the tendency of individuals to associate and bond with
similar congeners (53, 54). Using Socprog 2.6, we then created
matrices for age differences (0: dyad individuals have the same
age, 1: an age difference of approximately 1 year, and so
on), dominance rank differences (0: dyad individuals have the
same rank, 1: a difference of one dominance rank, and so
on) and sex difference (0: same sex, 1: different sex). These
three matrices were calculated for each group composition and
correlated to the dyadic spatial association matrices for each
group composition. The “CombinePValue” package in R 3.24 was
used to combine the p-value of all group compositions and obtain
global statistics. The goal here was to test whether vectors of p-
values are significant when combined and to confirm or negate
the possible effect of a given socio-demographic factor at the
population level.

How Does a Change of Group Composition or

Enclosure Affect Dyadic Spatial Associations?
AMantel test with 1,000 permutations in SocProg 2.6 was used to
correlate the dyadic association matrices after a change (transfers
or enclosure change). Only individuals that were present in the
two adjacent matrices for each matrix (ex: Rob1-Rob2, Rob2-
Rob3, Stu1-Stu2, etc.) were retained. The correlation coefficient
was then correlated with the number of individuals transferred
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between two group compositions using a Spearman correlation
test with permutations (library R “Coin,” R 3.24).

How Do Sociodemographic Factors Influence

Individual Centralities?
GLMMs [R package “lme4”; (55)] were used to test whether
the eigenvector centrality and the strength of associations
were affected by the following independent sociodemographic
variables: the age of individuals, their sex, their dominance rank
and the number of familiar individuals they were associated
with in the group. The experimental units we used were the
eigenvector centrality for a first GLMM and the strength of
associations for a second GLMM, per individual and per group
composition. Prior to GLMMs, the eigenvector centrality and
the strength of associations were corrected using the group size
for each composition in order to control for the mathematical
effect of the number of nodes on network metrics. For the
regression y=ax+b, y (the eigenvector centrality or the strength
of associations) was multiplied by b. The identity of individuals
was included as a random factor.

How Do Changes in Group Composition Affect

Individual Centralities?
Two further GLMMs were carried out using the differences in
eigenvector centrality and in strength of associations between two
compositions as positive or negative values. The experimental
units we used were the eigenvector centrality difference for
a first GLMM and the association strength difference for
a second GLMM, per individual and between two group
compositions. Effect variables were the age of individuals, the
number of familiar individuals in the new group, the difference
in dominance rank between the two compositions (negative or
positive values) and the total number of added or removed
individuals. Changes of enclosures without adding or removing
individuals were considered as “0” changes in the analyses. This
makes it possible to compare networks where the transfer of
individuals occurs to those without transfers. The identity of
individuals was included as a random factor. The sex variable
was not included in the model testing the differences between
two group compositions because only four males (one adult and
three juveniles) were transferred to another group, meaning that
the sample size was too low, and the sex variable was correlated

TABLE 3 | Correlations of dyadic associations (DyaAsso) matrices with matrices of characteristic differences (age, dominance, and sex).

Group composition DyaAsso-dominance DyaAsso-sex DyaAsso-age Dominance-age

Niedersteinbach 1 p = 0.332 p = 1 p = 0.039 p = 0.007

(r = 0.06) (r = −0.15) (r = 0.16) (r = 0.43)

Niedersteinbach 2 p = 0.302 NA (just one sex) p = 0.431 p = 0.448

(r = 0.10) (r = −0.01) (r = 0.08)

Robertsau 1 p = 0.036 NA (just one sex) p = 0.004 p = 0.002

(r = −0.29) (r = −0.15) (r = 0.52)

Robertsau 2 p < 0.001 NA (just one sex) p < 0.001 p < 0.001

(r = −0.40) (r = −0.32) (r = 0.63)

Robertsau 3 p < 0.001 NA (just one sex) p = 0.001 p < 0.001

(r = −0.21) (r = −0.19) (r = 0.55)

Robertsau 4 p < 0.001 NA (just one sex) p < 0.001 p < 0.001

(r = −0.40) (r = −0.32) (r = 0.70)

Robertsau 5 p =0.001 NA (just one sex) p = 0.008 p = 0.042

(r = −0.35) (r = −0.25) (r = 0.28)

Robertsau 6 p < 0.001 NA (just one sex) p = 0.009 p = 0.036

(r = −0.43) (r = −0.23) (r = 0.28)

Robertsau 7 p =0.004 NA (just one sex) p = 0.006 p = 0.013

(r = −0.30) (r = −0.24) (r = 0.39)

Rolbing p =0.015 p = 0.006 p < 0.001 p = 0.035

(r = −0.30) (r = 0.31) (r = −0.36) (r = 0.43)

Sturzelbronn 1 p =0.028 p = 0.168 p = 0.948 p < 0.001

(r = −0.13) (r = 0.05) (r = −0.10) (r = 0.63)

Sturzelbronn 2 p =0.592 NA (just one sex) p = 0.262 p = 0.046

(r = −0.03) (r = 0.10) (r = 0.34)

Sturzelbronn 3 p =0.006 p = 1 p = 0.708 p = 0.349

(r = −0.42) (r = −0.16) (r = −0.03) (r = 0.05)

Global p = 1.019e−13 p = 0.087 p = 7.728e−12 p =2.584e−23

NEG (r = |0.26|) POS(r = |0.17|) NEG(r = |0.19|) POS(r = |0.41|)

The last column also indicates the tests between matrices for age difference and dominance difference. NA, Non-Applicable. For the global value, POS indicates that most of significant
correlations were positive; NEG indicates that most of significant correlations were negative. Bold values indicate the global statistical analyses calculated by combining P-values.
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with the age of individuals in the model (male individuals were
the only representatives of their age group (i.e., adult or juvenile)
on transfer in all cases).

The time period was not included as random factor in
our GLMMs because the variation of temperatures between
the two periods (Period 1 and Period 2) was less than the
difference in temperatures over a day (independent sample test
with permutations: z = 4.76, p < 0.0001) and because the
social behavior of cattle did not change during the daytime (the
changes in dyadic associations between Period 1 and Period 2
are not more numerous than the changes within each period:
r = 0.6 vs. r = 0.58). Although activity changes according to
the temperature, social behavior does not (35). In addition, the
period is not dissociated from the group composition, which
has already been taken into account in our model. Taking both
factors into account could lead to false interactions, influencing
the statistical significance of our results [false positive or false
negative (56)].

For each GLMM, multi-model inferences and Node
label permutations were run. These are detailed in the
Supplementary Material. GLMM diagnostics (i.e., residual
normality distribution plot and multicollinearity between
dependent factors) were carried out to evaluate the validity
of the final models. We checked for multicollinearity of the
predictor variables by calculating the variance inflation factor
[VIF, R package “car,” (57)]. In all cases, the predictor variables
had a VIF value of between 1.02 and 1.9, indicating that the
predictor variables were not correlated. The significance level
was set at 0.05. Statistical analyses were performed in R 3.24
(58). Plots of residual normality distribution can be found in the
annexes (Figure S2).

RESULTS

We note that the farmer’s management of cattle usually
involved the transfer of young individuals. Young individuals
are usually dominated by older ones in cattle (Pearson
correlation test for our data: df = 176, r = −0.37, p
< 0.0001). Moreover, individuals arriving in a new group
have fewer familiar individuals and initially have a lower
dominance rank than their resident counterparts (Pearson
correlation test for our data: df = 111, r = 0.41, p <

0.0001), not because of their low number of familiars but
because resident individuals are usually dominant over new
arrivals to the group. This phenomenon is considered in
the discussion.

Do Dyadic Spatial Associations Depend on
Shared Characteristics Among Dyads?
Table 3 indicates the results of correlation tests between
the dyadic association matrices and those of differences in
characteristics. Figures 2A–F shows six instances of Highland
cattle social networks. A relatively high variability is observed
according to the group composition. There is a significant
correlation between matrices of dyadic associations and
those of dominance rank differences. Most correlations

are negative, indicating that close-ranking individuals have
stronger associations than individuals with distant ranks. This
is illustrated by the social networks in Figure 2C. Dyadic
associations were only dependent on the sex of individuals in the
Rolbing group, where individuals of the same sex had stronger
associations (Figure 2C). However, dyadic associations are
mostly negatively correlated with age difference, indicating that
individuals of the same age have stronger associations than cattle
with greater age differences (greatest difference represented in
Figures 2A,D). The results for age and dominance led us to make
correlations between dominance and age difference matrices.
Results show that individuals of a similar age also share similar
ranks; VIF analyses based at the individual level do however
show that these two factors are not collinear (see Statistical
Analyses in the Methods section).

How Does a Change of Group Composition
or Enclosure Affect Dyadic Spatial
Associations?
The correlation coefficients concerning periods before and after
a change ranged from −0.03 to 0.69, with an average of 0.47.
This average is lower than we expected and means that 47%
of relationships are stable after a change, whilst 53% change
significantly. This correlation coefficient is not significantly
affected by the number of transferred individuals (r = −0.49, z
= −1.4, p= 0.169). This result was then detailed for each group.
After the removal of the male, the dyadic spatial associations
of the Niedersteinbach group did not change significantly (r =
0.52, p = 0.0002; Figures 2A,B). Dyadic spatial relationships
in the Robertsau group seemed to stay stable after a change,
regardless of whether if it is a change of enclosure or of group
composition (0.69 > r > 0.52; p < 0.0001). Finally, results in
the Sturzelbronn group are quite different from the two previous
groups with no significant stability of dyadic spatial relationships
(Figures 2D–F). The correlation coefficient after the removal of
juveniles is−0.03 (p= 0.812), and indicates the strong instability
of mothers’ relationships after the removal of their offspring.
Similarly, the dyadic spatial relationships after the addition of the
bull into the group are not significantly correlated to relationships
prior to this addition (r = 0.14, p = 0.426), and could mean
that the male has a strong impact on the relationships of females
(Figures 2E,F).

How Do Sociodemographic Factors
Influence Individual Centralities?
The model selection for eigenvector centrality is indicated in
Table S1. The three variables retained in the best models are
dominance, familiarity and age. However, the relative importance
of these variables is low (RVI(dom) = 0.23; RVI(famil) = 0.04;
RVI(age)= 0.01) and after permutations, none of these variables
have a significant influence that could explain the variance of the
eigenvector centrality (Table 4).

The model selection for the strength of associations is
indicated in Table S2. The variables retained in the best models
are dominance, familiarity, sex and age. Familiarity (i.e., the
number of familiar individuals in the group) has a strong and
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FIGURE 2 | Examples of six group compositions: (A) Nie1, (B) Nie2, (C) Rol, (D) Stu1, (E) Stu2, and (F) Stu3. One node represents one individual, each identified by

a number (label). The links between nodes are dyadic associations. The size of nodes depends on the strength of associations but are relative to each group

composition (the strengths are not comparable between networks). The thickness of links depend on the weight of dyadic associations. The size of labels increases

with the age of individuals. Yellow, blue, and green node colors indicate females, males and castrated males, respectively. Individuals are positioned according to their

weight of associations: two individuals located close to each other share a stronger dyadic association than distant individuals. Graphs were created using Gephi 0.91

(59) with the “ForceAtlas” spatialization package.

TABLE 4 | Values of the variables retained in the best models to explain the variance of the eigenvector centrality.

Estimate Std.Error z-value Pperm left side Pperm right side

(Intercept) 0.388 0.0157 24.571 0.00 1.00

Dominance −0.051 0.0204 2.463 0.199 0.801

Familiarity −0.029 0.026 1.105 0.298 0.702

Age 0.004 0.002 1.531 0.664 0.336

significant influence on the strength of associations (RVI = 0.99,
Table 5, Figure 3), i.e., the more familiars an individual has,
the stronger its strength of association will be. Females also
have significantly lower strengths of association than castrated
males (RVI = 0.89, Table 5, Figure 4). Finally, age has a
significant influence on the strength of associations (RVI = 0.12,
Table 5), with higher strength values in older individuals than for
younger ones.

How Do Changes in Group Composition
Affect Individual Centralities?
The model selection for the difference of eigenvector centrality
after a transfer is indicated in Table S3. The three variables
retained in the best models are dominance, familiarity and
age. However, only age has a significant influence (RVI
= 0.05, Table 6), with the eigenvector centrality of older

individuals increasing whilst that of younger individuals
decreases (Figure 5).

The model selection for the difference of strength of
associations after a transfer is indicated in Table S4. The variables
retained in the best models are dominance, familiarity in the
new group, age, and the number of transferred individuals.
However, only the number of familiar individuals in the new
group had a significant influence on the difference of strength of
associations (RVI= 1, Table 7), with individuals that had greater
numbers of familiar individuals showing stronger strengths of
association (Figure 6).

DISCUSSION

This study shows how individual and dyadic social network
metrics are shaped by sociodemographic factors and composition
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TABLE 5 | Values of the variables retained in the best models to explain the variance of the strength of associations.

Estimate Std.Error z-value Pperm left side Pperm right side

(Intercept) 0.915 0.138 6.578 0.65 0.35

Familiarity 0.259 0.065 3.94 1.00 0.00

SexF –0.301 0.161 1.83 0.003 0.997

SexM −0.156 0.141 1.09 0.175 0.825

Age 0.001 0.005 0.341 0.98 0.02

Dominance −0.004 0.19 0.211 0.357 0.643

Bold values indicate significative results.

TABLE 6 | Values of the variables retained in the best models to explain the variance of the difference of eigenvector centrality after transfer.

Estimate Std.Error z-value Pperm left side Pperm right side

(Intercept) −0.010 0.016 0.629 0.344 0.656

Age 0.009 0.003 2.38 0.985 0.015

Familiarity −0.018 0.548 0.33 0.438 0.562

Dominance 0.017 0.042 0.392 0.398 0.602

Bold values indicate significative results.

FIGURE 3 | Strength of associations according to familiarity of individuals (i.e.,

proportion of familiar individuals in the group). GLMM highlighted a significant

effect of familiarity on strength of associations.

changes in several groups of Highland cattle. Analyses of dyadic
associations and individual centralities highlighted correlations
between spatial proximity, age and dominance, an influence of
familiarity, age and sex on individual centralities, and finally
an impact of transfers that mainly varied according to the
number of individuals with which the transferred animal was
already familiar. These results have strong implications for
animal welfare.

Do Dyadic Spatial Associations Depend on
Shared Characteristics Among Dyads?
Matrix correlation tests revealed that individuals of similar age
and dominance rank develop stronger associations and are
located closer to each other than individuals of different age
and sex. However, the tests also showed a correlation between

FIGURE 4 | Strength of associations according to the sex of individuals.

GLMM reveals that only the strength of associations of castrated males is

different to those of females.

age and dominance rank similarities. For instance, individuals
951, 949, and 947 in the Robertsau 6 group composition are
approximately the same age, are the top-ranking individuals and
form a triad with strong associations. This configuration has
also been reported in female mouflons (Ovis gmelini) where
the most dominant females form triadic relationships (60, 61)
and is reminiscent of “triadic closure,” a mechanism that may
facilitate the development of cooperation for social alliances
or access to food. However, it is not clear whether triadic
closure is a by-product of socio-demographic characteristics
(i.e., individuals that share the same characteristics also share
the same needs), or if it is a social strategy leading to better
cooperation between multiple partners (62, 63). Other examples
also show this homophily according to age and dominance
(53, 64). Many authors have confirmed homophily (tendency of
individuals to associate and bond with similar others) in ungulate
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FIGURE 5 | Difference of eigenvectors after a transfer, according to the age of

individuals. GLMM highlights a significant effect of age of individuals on the

change in strength of associations after a transfer.

species (65–69), and underline that animals with the same socio-
demographic characteristics may also share the same social
or physiological/nutritional needs. Indeed, younger individuals
show strong associations, as observed in the Rolbing and
Sturzelbronn 1 group compositions (Figures 2C,D, respectively).
This tendency of individuals to associate and bond with similar
others means that animals feel better by doing this. This
increases their welfare and could be use in this way: associating
individuals having same age. This homophily seems to help
young individuals to learn how to live in groups and acquire
sociality without risk of injury, particularly when in contact with
adults (70). The same reasoning about reducing risk of injury
could be applied for homophily between individuals that have
the same dominance rank. Risk of injury prevents subordinate
individuals from having strong associations with dominant
individuals [as described in ungulates (71) and in primates
(46, 72, 73)]. This dominance-related homophily may also result
from competition between individuals seeking to associate with
top-ranking individuals on order to obtain tolerance or access
to resources. However, as high-ranking individuals are already
associated among themselves, low-ranking individuals might not
gain access to them (46). The results we obtained were not
observed in all group compositions, and this could be explained
by intra-group age variance. The difference in dominance and
the strength of homophily increase with differences in age. This
was seen in the Niedersteinbach group, where the maximum age
difference between individuals was 2 years (individuals aged 7
yo and 5 yo, with the exception of one juvenile). Unlike the
other compositions, no age-related homophily was observed in
this group.

Individuals of the same age also have more similar dominance
ranks than individuals of different ages. Age affects dominance
through the association of individuals, meaning that individuals
of the same age are likely to develop the same dominance
rank because of their strong and close associations. Social
status such as dominance increases with age through different
processes such as increases in body weight, experience and
knowledge or social power (29, 73–76). In the Niedersteinbach

1 group composition (Figure 2A), the male, which was also
the oldest and highest-ranking individual, played an important
role in the correlation with dyadic associations. The correlation
was no longer significant when this individual left the group
(Niedersteinbach 2, Figure 2B). This is either simply because it
had been removed from the statistics, or because the group’s
social structure had been perturbed. When this male arrived
in the Sturzelbronn 3 group composition (Figure 2F), it was
no longer the oldest in the group but it became the highest
ranking individual, making the correlation with dominance and
associations significant. This link between age and dominance is
advantage for livestock. It means that associating individuals of
same age decreases the range of dominance between them and
the rate of aggressions.

Whilst age and dominance have a strong impact on dyadic
relationships, we found that age was the only variable affecting
strength of associations. Older individuals obtain stronger
strengths of associations, but dominant individuals do not.
There does not appear to be any competition for the central
positions in the groups we studied. Dominant individuals are
usually expected to develop strong associations because they
occupy central positions in the group for better protection against
predators or increased access to other resources. This affords
higher centrality to these dominant individuals than to others.
Other resources are used in this system, such as small clumps
of trees that protect from the sun and high temperatures. These
spots are appreciated by animals for thermoregulation, and
dominant individuals have been seen to occupy them and prevent
others from entering them (77–79). Whilst some such areas were
present in our study groups, no correlation of this type was
observed between strength of associations and dominance.

How Do Sociodemographic Factors
Influence Individual Centralities?
Centrality is also linked to age, with the oldest individuals
having the highest strength of associations. With age, individuals
becomemore andmore selective (80) in their social relationships.
Young individuals interact unselectively with many partners
in order to learn social rules (70). With time, they develop
more stable relationships and become more and more central
(73). In our study, this effect was amplified because young
individuals, juveniles or young adults were also those the
farmers chose to transfer. They therefore had to develop new
relationships each time they were transferred, accentuating the
link between age and centrality. Juveniles usually have strong
relationships with their mothers, yet few juveniles were still
in the presence of their mother in our study. They were
not easily accepted on their transferal and remained on the
periphery of the new group, forming strong dyadic associations
among themselves as already shown in previous studies (8,
32). This result for age is emphasized by that obtained for
familiarity. Indeed, in our study, familiarity was linked to age as
older individuals stayed in their enclosure whilst younger ones
were transferred. This is not the best way to avoid stress for
juveniles. Transferring adults instead of juveniles or transferring
a mix of juveniles and adults could be better for the group
integration and the welfare of juveniles. Individuals with a
greater number of familiar individuals in the group showed
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TABLE 7 | Values of the variables retained in the best models to explain the variance of the difference of strength of associations after transfer.

Estimate Std.Error Adjusted SE z-value Pperm left side Pperm right side

(Intercept) −0.730 0.145 0.147 4.975 0.00 1.00

Dominance 0.120 0.143 0.144 0.831 0.90 0.10

Familiarity 0.816 0.151 0.153 5.323 1.00 0.00

Age 0.001 0.005 0.005 0.213 0.812 0.188

N −0.0003 0.002 0.002 0.159 0.112 0.888

Bold values indicate significative results.

higher centralities. In bovines, group members form subsets
of familiar individuals, accentuating dyadic relationships and
increasing centralities (12, 81). In sheep (Ovies aries), familiar
individuals are attracted to each other, whilst non-familiar
individuals are not (69). In our study, resident cattle rebuffed
new individuals and were more aggressive toward them around
coveted spots (personal observations). The same result has been
found in barnacle geese (Branta leucopsis) (82) and in mallards
(Anas platyrhynchos) (83).

Sex also affected the strength of associations in our study,
with castrated males showing stronger strengths of association
than females. We did not observe any difference between males
and females, and this is mainly due to the social organization of
bovines. Bovines show sexual segregation, and females usually
develop stronger and more stable dyadic associations than males,
resulting in a higher centrality for females (17, 28, 84). However,
this sex-centrality link in our study is influenced by the fact that
male juveniles remain closer to their mother and other young
individuals. The stronger centralities of the two castrated males
in our study are mainly explained by the group composition.
These two individuals were the two only adults in a group of
juveniles, which seek group cohesion more than adults. The sex
variable was therefore not dissociated from age in the Rolbing
group, which probably explains this result in our study. However,
the presence of the castrated males seemed to be important for
the juveniles and could replace females or non-castrated males,
with a lower rate of aggressions. The two castrated males did
not show aggressions toward juveniles, which is a good way to
manage excess of juveniles.

Eigenvector centrality was not affected by any of the factors
we studied. This is probably because eigenvector centrality
takes not only direct connections (i.e., how an individual is
connected) into account, but also indirect connections, i.e.,
how its neighbors are connected to other individuals (52). Our
studied groups were quite cohesive with a low sample size,
which may have led to a low variance of eigenvector centralities
between group members and an absence of correlations with
socio-demographic factors.

Together, these results allow us to identify which factors
affect the social relationships and thus the centralities of group
members; the combination of these factors as a management tool
could reinforce group cohesion by giving a key sociality role to
one specific group member or decreasing aggressiveness during
group transfers: juveniles need adults and age similarities increase
cohesion and decrease centralities differences and aggressions
between individuals.

How Does a Change of Group Composition
or of Enclosure Affect Dyadic Spatial
Associations?
Our results showed that social relationships are more affected
by the identities of transferred individuals than by the number
of individuals transferred. Indeed, the addition or the removal
of young or adult individuals that were not related to other
group members does not seem to significantly affect the social
relationships of resident individuals, except for the addition of
the male in Sturzelbronn (Figures 2E,F). However, the removal
of offspring seems to strongly destabilize the relationships of
the mothers (Figures 2D,E).

How Do Changes in Group Composition
Affect Individual Centralities?
The difference in the eigenvector centralities between two
transfers is explained by age alone. Results show that the
centrality of young individuals tends to decrease during transfer,
whilst older individuals obtain higher centrality. During transfer,
most young individuals leave their original group for a new
group without their mother. These individuals are then isolated
and placed at the periphery of the group until they form new
and stable relationships (21). Conversely, adults benefit from
the transfer of young individuals as they are residents, and
newly transferred individuals seek cohesion to alleviate their
stress. Indeed, stress increases social cohesion and proximity
with partners (85–87). Moreover, the eigenvector centrality
coefficient takes into account not only the connections of a
group member, but also how these connections are connected
to other individuals in the group (52). If the relationships of
an individual change but those of its connected individuals do
not, then little change will be seen in eigenvector centrality,
whilst the strength of association will increase or decrease. In
this respect, the eigenvector centrality coefficient is more stable
than coefficients that are solely focused on the individual, such as
strength of associations or degree (88).

Strength of associations was only affected by the number
of familiar individuals in the new group. Individuals with
a stable number of familiar individuals in the new group
composition showed frequent interaction with them, whilst the
individuals that had been separated from familiar individuals
interacted less with other group members and needed time
to develop strong and stable associations. Researchers (21)
showed that the presence of familiar individuals during transfer
is indeed less stressful. Familiar individuals have a stronger
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FIGURE 6 | Difference in strength of associations (black line) and familiarity (red line, as proportion of familiar individuals in the group) between different periods of

transfer (Periods exclude any transfer activity). Examples for ten randomly chosen individuals.
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strength of associations due to increased group cohesion
(85, 86). Finally, and surprisingly, the number of transferred
individuals did not lead to a change in strength of associations.
Mathematically, as there are more partners to associate with
when the number of individuals increases in a group, there
is less possibility and less time for each partner to associate.
We should therefore observe a global decrease in the strength
of associations per individual. Another study (89) showed
that an increase in group size may lead to decreased space
availability and therefore result in a higher occurrence of
agonistic behaviors. The fact that we did not observe such an
effect in our study, at least after removing the first 8 days
after a transfer, could be explained by the large size of the
enclosures. Indeed, aggressive interactions are at their highest
when the groups are first mixed. Inmost cattle groups, aggression
is rarely seen once the dominance rank is established, as
groups operate more through affiliative than agonistic behaviors
(31). Newly transferred individuals in this study have usually
all been removed from the same group, which may lead
these individuals to stay together (resident vs. transferred) and
thus exclude any change in their relationships. However, this
hypothesis remains to be tested as even if they stay amongst
themselves, the stress entailed by the change should lead to a
greater cohesion of individuals, and this was not observed in
our study.

Implication for Animal Welfare
Our results show that a group is structured according to age,
dominance and familiarity. Favoring specific age differences
between individuals and subsets of familiars may be a tool to
control cohesion and stability and decrease aggression in a group.
The individual centralities of cattle decrease during transfers and
changes in group composition. This occurs mainly in young
individuals and is due to the loss of familiar individuals. During
stressful events, animals seem to prefer interacting with familiar
individuals and avoid interacting with unfamiliar groupmembers
(69). When transferring individuals, it is therefore preferable
to select a certain number of familiar individuals to transfer
as a group in order to decrease stress. Juveniles have to been
transferred preferentially with a familiar adult, the best is the
mother. We may also prevent this stress by transferring first a
castrated male (or a female) that will be transferred later with
the juveniles. Although it is true that animals should adapt to
their new environment after a certain time (11) an optimal
group composition will permit a more rapid integration of
new individuals. This is particularly important in view of the
fact that stress can impact the behavior, cognition, reproductive
performance and health of individuals (14, 90, 91). It would
also be preferable to transfer juvenile individuals aged around 3
yo with an adult, and avoid transferring juveniles that are less
than 1 year old. This would be the best way to decrease the
stress of juveniles, related or not to aggressions, to a minimum
during transfer. On the other hand, forming stable pairs of
individuals before and during transfers may increase food intake
and weight gain, particularly in calves (20). Following these rules,

then the optimal group composition should be composed of
at least four pairs of adults of about same age (mostly females
but castrated males is working) and four pairs of juveniles,
i.e., sixteen individuals. This will allow transferring two to four
adults and two to four juveniles and the same time, preferentially
kin. This study has highlighted some interesting results for the
improvement of livestock welfare, but other factors could be
studied to further enhance animal wellbeing during changes in
group composition, notably the personality of the individuals
chosen for transfer (92, 93).
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